
 
 

Zurich Insurance 
 

Zurich Insurance Group (Zurich) is a leading multi-line insurance provider with a global network of subsidiaries and offices 

in Europe, North America, Latin America, Asia-Pacific and the Middle East as well as other markets. It offers a wide range 

of general insurance and life insurance products and services for individuals, small businesses, mid-sized and large 

companies as well as multinational corporations. Zurich employs about 60,000 people serving customers in more than 170 

countries. The Group, formerly known as Zurich Financial Services Group, is headquartered in Zurich, Switzerland, where it 

was founded in 1872. The holding company, Zurich Insurance Group Ltd (ZURN), is listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange and 

has a level I American Depositary Receipt program which is traded over-the-counter on OTCQX. Further information about 

Zurich is available at www.zurich.com. 

 

Zurich Nordic, Stockholm 

 

Zurich Global Corporate Nordic offers both standardized, individually adapted local programs and global 

insurance programs. Our customers are mainly international companies, large Swedish industries and other 

companies with specially formulated insurance solutions. We work directly with customers or brokers, as well 

as with companies within the Zurich network. Our group language is English. 

 

Zurich Nordic Stockholm is looking for students for part time job within our Network HUB Sweden.  

 

The work mainly involves working alongside the Hub Motor and Hub Claims teams and booking claims 

reported by one of Zurich’s partner companies.  The claims need to be thoroughly checked for accuracy and 

completeness, and then booked into the IPS system. 

 

You will be hired on an hourly basis and the working occasions are flexible. We prefer that you are able to 

work approximate 1-2 days a week.  

 

Qualifications 

 Communicative and flexible 

 Self-motivated and thorough  

 Ability to co-operate with both colleagues and occasionally with International partners  

 Fluent in English 

 Good computer skills 

 

Please refer your questions to Uwe Köhler, Manager HUB Sweden, 08-579 33 267, uwe.koehler@zurich.se or 

John Smart, HUB Sweden, 08-579 33 254, john.smart@zurich.se or Sofia Niemi, HR, 08-579 331 35, 

sofia.niemi@zurich.se 

 

You are welcome with your application to: recruitment@zurich.se 
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